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Abstract-we consider a scalar conservation law in the quarter plan. This equation is approxi- 
mated in a kinetic BGK model with infinite set of velocities. The convergence is established in the 
general BV framework, without special restrictions on the flux nor on the equilibrium problem’s data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following one-dimensional scalar conservation law: 
a+ + &F(u) = 0, (x:, t) E Et+ x [O, Tl, 
for a smooth flux function F, with the initial-boundary conditions 
+, 0) = uo(x), 5 E Rf, (2) 
sup{w(40, t) - w@))(F(4O,t)) - F(k))) = 0, t E p,q, (3) 
(1-l 
where the sup is taken over k lying between ~(0, t) and ~b(t) [l]. 
We will look at (l)-(3) as an equilibrium for the following BGK model: 
at f + a(E) a, f = q4 (2, t) E It+ x P, a, (4) 
where [ is in a measure space E with a measure d[, a([) is the velocity, f(x, t, <) is the unknown 
depending also on E, and where 
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are the Maxwellian and the density, respectively. This model is supplemented by the initial- 
boundary data 
f(x, 0, El = M(uo(x), f)> (x, 6) E lR+ x E, 
fK4 t, 0 = M(Ub@), 0, t E [O,Tl, if a([) > 0. 
We postulate that M = M(u, 6) is smooth in u E R, for all [ E E .with 
M(.,J) is nondecreasing for all <, 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
J M(U, a 4 = u, for all u E R, (8) 
J 4J)M(u, 0 4 = F(u), for all u E R, (9) 
we impose a E Ll(E), and we prevent t = 0 and x = 0 being characteristics 
0 < I40 < ~007 for all t E E, and chosen a, > 0. 
Our task is to show that the BGK model (4)-(6), with infinite cite of velocities [2], converges 
to problem (l)-(3) h w en E goes to zero, in a BV framework, using kinetic entropy inequalities, 
without special hypothesis on F, for general BV data u”, ub, and under the standard hypothe- 
sis (7)-(g). 
A weak entropy study of a kinetic model with the classical Msxwellian x can be found in [3] 
where the authors established the hydrodynamic limit in several space dimensions but with a 
restriction on the flux F which must be convex, concave, nonincreasing, or nondecreasing. Our 
technique in recovering the boundary entropy condition allows us to remove this restriction. 
Other works deal with the BGK model in the quarter plan but with finite cite of velocities 
as in [4,5]. But the extension of this techniques to the continuous BGK model case seems to be 
difficult, especially in bounding the variation in space variable x. We overcome this difficulty by 
using both [3] and [5] ideas. 
A related work can be found in [6] where the authors have approximated the conservation 
law (1) by a 2 x 2 relaxation system, under restrictive assumption on u’,ub which must be small 
perturbations of a constant nontransonic state. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
DEFINITION 1. Let u” E L1(R+) an d ub E L1(O, T). we say that a function u E BV(R+ X (0, T)) 
is a solution of (l)-(3), f f i or all Ic E JR and all nonnegative test function 4 E Ci (R+ x [0, T)), we 
have 
s IU - kl& 6 + sgn(u - k)(F(u) - F(k)) %4dzdt + J Iu’(x) - kl d(xtO)dz 
+ J sgn(ub(t) - k)(F(u(O, t) - F(k))q5(O,t) dt 2 0. 
It is well known, for BV-data, that the initial boundary value problem (l)-(3) admits a unique 
solution described in Definition 1, see [l] . 
The solution f of model (4)-(6) is d escribed by Duhamel’s principle 
f@, t, 5‘) = M (u”(x - 40% C) eet’” 
+ i 
I 
0t M (u’(z + (s - t)u(t), s),[) e(s-t)/r ds, if x > u([)t, 
f(x,t,E)=M(ub(t--),~).-x’Eace) 
+A J 
t (11) 
E t-z/a(E) 
M (u’(x + (s - t)u([), s),f) .z(‘-~)‘~ ds, if z < u(Qt. 
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PROPOSITION 1. If M satisfies (7),(B), U” E L’(O,T), andvb E L’(W+), then BGKmodeJ (4)-(6) 
has a unique solution f(o, t,t) E Lm((O,T); L1(R+ x E)) given by (10),(11). This solution 
depends continuously on u” and ub. Moreover, when u” and ub are smooth with u”(0) = ub(O), 
then f(., ., 6) is smooth outside of the characteristics .(z = a(@}. 
PROOF. Use standard fixed-point techniques. 
3. Loo AND BV A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
LEMMA 1. Let f and g be two weak solutions to the following liner equations: 
&f+adzf=m(x,t), &f+aa,f=n(x,t), (x, t) E lR x [O, T]. 
Denote by H the Heaviside function. Then we have 
at [f - gl+ + a 8, If - i/l+ L H(f - g)(m(z,t) - 42, t)). 
PROOF. Use Kruskov’s arguments. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose (7),(B). Let f and g be two solutions of (4), emanating, respectively, 
from (u’, ub) and (u”, ?&) as L’-initial-boundary data. 
(i) We have for fixed L 2 0 and T 10 
JJ oL [f(~,T,~)-g(x,T,E)]+d~dx~ JL+o”‘T[uo-Z.o]+ dr+h~T[Ub-vb]+~t~ 0 
(ii) If u” 5 21’ and ub 5 vb, then f 5 g. 
(iii) Especially, if u”, ub, w”, and ub are bounded, then 
M(min{infu’,infub},<) IfIM(max{sup21’,supub},J), 
which is integrated on E to lead for the density u” 
min{infu’,infub} 5 uE 5 max{supu”,supub}. 
PROOF. Write (4) for f,g, apply Lemma 1, integrate on t, and use (7),(B) to get 
8, J [f - gl+ dJ + % J 45)i.f - gl+ 4 5 0. 
Approximate now the characteristic function of the domain D = {(x, t) E JR? x [0, T] : 0 < IC < 
a,(T - t) + L} to obtain 
JJ oL ‘[f(x,T,E)-g(x,T,~)l+d~dx~ JL+amTJ[qUo,~) -M(vO>t)]+ dtdx 0 
T + JJ am [M (ub, E) - M (wb, E)], &T dt. 0 
We obtain (i) by using (7) and (8), ( ii is straightforward from (i), while we get (iii) by injecting ) 
in (ii) the particular constant solutions 
f=M(min{infu”,infub},~) and f=M(rna~{supu~,supub},[). 
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PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that M satisfies (7),(g), and that 21’ and ub are of bounded variation. 
Then there exits K independent of E, such that 
IUE lBV(W+ x (0,T)) 5 K. 
PROOF. By the L1-contraction property underlying in (i) of Proposition 2, we can suppose 
that u. and ub are smooth. The solutions of (4) will be smooth, too. 
STEP 1. Total variation in t. Derive (4) with respect to t, multiply by sg(& f), integrate in [, 
and use hypothesis on M to obtain 
Integrate in the domain D = {(z, s) E lR+ x [0, t] : 0 < 5 < aw(t - s) + L}, compute & f(z, 0, 6) 
and & f(0, t, 0 when a([) > 0, and use (7),(8) to get 
I 
pt f(x, t,t)I d(dx I %c (TV (u”) + TWb)) 7 for every t. (14 
STEP 2. Total variation in 5. Let us consider (lO),(ll), use simple change of variables, and (7)) (8) 
to write, for K independent of E, 
+ J IUb’(t-X)IMZL(Ub(t-X),J)dEdX O<x<t + s O<z<t jM(u”(O,t -z),[)I ;e-“/‘d[dz 
+ I<, Iu”‘(x)l Mu (u”(xM) dtdx 
’ + 
!.I 0 
l&uE(x,s)I Mu (u’(z,s),[) ;e@-‘)/‘dEdxds 
<K+ 
ss 0 
t la,f(x,s,5)lfe’“-“‘/“dFdxds. 
Now, use Granwall’s lemma to get 
s l&f(z,t,E)I&dx L K> for every t. (13) 
PROPOSITION 4. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3, there exists K independent of E such 
that the distance to the equilibrium is controlled by 
J IMf - f(d[dxdt 2 KE. 
PROOF. Derive (4) in t, use Duhamel’s principle for Mf - f and (7),(8) to get 
I IMf - fl dt 5 2am s 18, f(x, s, ()le(s-t)‘E de ds, O<s<t 
and conclude by (13). 
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4. CONVERGENCE RESULT 
Beside the stability results, we need some kinetic entropy inequalities. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose (7)-(g) d an u” and ub are of bounded variation. Let f be the solution 
of the BGK model. Then for every 4 E C$%+ x [O,T[), with 4 > 0, and for every lc E R, there 
holds 
2 sgn(ub -k) F(k) - J [ J aMb d( - a>0 J a.00, t, E)4 a<0 1 d@, t) dt, 
with a = a(<), MO = M(u’(x), [), and h/rb = M(ub(t), 0. 
PROOF. Multiply (4) by sgn(f - M(k, r))4(x, t), to get in distributional sense 
8, If - M(k,t)I + a([)& ]f - M(k,E)l 5 IMf - M(k’E)‘c- If- M(k’E)‘. 
Integrate with respect to [ and use (7),(8) to get 
at J If-M(kE))Idt+a, J a(E)M(k,[)Id< 10. 
Then integrate in the domain lR+ x [0, T] and use (9) to conclude. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (7)-(g) d an u” and ub are of bounded variation. Then the sequence of 
the densities uE arising from the solutions f of the BGK model (4)-(S) converges to the unique 
entropy solution u of the initial-boundary value problem (l)-(3) described in Definition 1. 
PROOF. By Propositions 2 and 3 and Helly’s theorem on BV functions, we can pass to the limit 
in Proposition 5 to obtain, using Proposition 4 and (7)-(g), 
J lu - kl 8, q5 + sgn(u - Ic)(F(u) - F(k)) a, 4 dx dt (14 + lu"--~~(x,0)dx2 J J %n(ub - k)(F(k) - h(t))@, t) dt, 
for u = limuE, up to a subsequence, and for h E L”O(O,T). Ch oosing particular test functions 4 
in (14) yields at the boundary x = 0 
sgn(u(O, t) - k)(F(k) - F(u(O, t)) > W(ub(t) - k)(JYk) - h(t)), 
for all k E R. Let us now take small enough and large enough k to get h(t) = F(u(O,t)), which 
ends this paper. 
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